
Track Chair
Adventure
Venue: Natural Forest

Concept: Immediate mobility

Scope : Extend range deep into forest

Effect: Shift thoughts toward future

Rational:

An essential makeup of the human condition
is exploration. Warriors and essential
workers are not satisfied remaining on
blacktop or in the parking lot of the
campground. Where most peer at the dark
corridor leading into the forest timid, they
relish in throught of what lies around the
next turn.

Recipients are extended the equipment and
essential mapping skills. Arrive with your
family and or friends of various elements of
recreation. As others enjoy the host of
activities the recipient of the Track Chair
Adventure explores. It’s inevitable.  The
independence provided extends the range.
The deeper into the forest, the deeper the
healing.

Who qualifies:

Priority for combat Veterans, family, friends
and sponsors directly related to the
wellbeing of the applicant. Essential Workers
and their network of support.

What is the process

Donations are collected to fund the event
based on depreciated cost of ownership.
The combined annual budget to house,
maintain and transport including the time on
task of those that support would arrive to be
$20,000 per unit annually. Mini Fundraisers
accumulate a day rate of $4500 to cover the
minimum incremental logistics. Once the
Track Chair Adventure budget accumulates,
cost of ownership grants will be awarded
quarterly or based on demand.

Submit your application for review. Scoring
criteria including references will be
reviewed.

Only one application per applicant per
calendar quarter year.

Off Road Track Chair adventure is funded by donations,. A blend of grants support ongoing healing achieved from remaining mobile.



Protocols

Qualified applicants, family, friends and
sponsors plan and pick a date 30 days in
advance of the intended day of use. A valid
photo identification and DD 214. Background
checks are not required but may be
facilitated from time to time randomly.
Alcohol or narcotics are prohibited on public
lands.

Each participant will sign the required
release forms. Proper PPE for all participants
with safety briefing.

Mapping skills with maps and dialog
regarding emergency extraction protocols
will be covered. Cell phones and emergency
contacts will be extended prior to the start of
the adventure.

Proper clothing, footwear, hydration for all
participating is expected. Boots over flip
flops. Sneakers over Crocs or sandals. It’s a
wilderness experience so pack as you would
go camping. Luck favors the prepared. Bring
your favorite NON alcoholic beverage;
otherwise water will be in supply.

Charge your cell phone or camera batteries
and consider researching a bit of the history
of the National Forest via the US Department
Of Agriculture.

Donor Commitment: $4500

Signature of donor

_______________________Date _______

Transportation of the applicant and
associates is not provided in arriving at a trail
head location. When certain circumstances
require this policy can be modified to
accommodate transport by third party from
the airport up to 75 minutes each way.

Adjournment

Participants will receive the following

A brief overview of the stewardship that
ensures the continued sustainability of
the venue overall.

Sore muscles, dirty hands and sweat
drenched clothes. The reward of
extended range or perhaps casting a
fishing line across water. Fellowship,
appreciation and contemplative balance.

Off Road Track Chair adventure is funded by donations,. A blend of grants support ongoing healing achieved from remaining mobile.


